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Abstract:
My thesis work, All Hat & No Cow has been an exploration of End Stage
Capitalism and Art/life in the American post-industrial Intermountain West. The research
has been presented in one suite with three parts; a Sonic Ecosystem, Community
Collaborative Foundry, and Mobile Blacksmithing School. Each of these activities
present windows into ongoing (some career long) projects that comprise a diverse
practice; different tracks on the same album. The three parts in the suite include
technological progressions via the materials and process as the narrative arcs of
societal “progression”. Structural welding, architectural blacksmithing, and commercial
foundry work emerged out of industrial practice. These processes and materials provide
the transformations and conceptual associations.
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Prologue
Sometime in the late nineties, I was shopping in a particularly seedy area of Rue
Saint-Catherine in Montreal, Quebec. The shop was what was then known as a “Roc
Shop” (one of several in the area) which specialized in back room graffiti supplies and
silkscreened t-shirts. It featured unsanctioned parodies of popular logos alongside the
typical pipes and ponchos leftover from the seventies “Head Shop” it had evolved from.
I was a frequent visitor to this area in my teenage years. Known for prostitution,
underground punk clubs, bust-free skateboard spots, drug dealers, squatters, and
graffiti it attracted a certain sort of culture. Montreal in this era, however, was not a very
dangerous city and allowed for a young suburban white kid with poor French to navigate
such neighborhoods without too much concern. Besides, I had the patches, buttons,
and studded leather from my local Roc Shop to fit in. As I perused the latest button
pressings my eye fell upon a little rectangle featuring burning warehouses and the bold
statement, “The Corporations Are Winning What Are You Going to Do About It?”. My
selection prompted the clerk to lean in across the counter and offer, in a conspiratorial
tone, “Do you know Singh?” “No,” I replied. The clerk simply turned away and bagged
my pins and skateboard logo turned vegetarian activist t-shirt. Inside the bag I found a
card with an address and a time that Jaggi Singh would be speaking on direct action at
a community center. It scared me. They would find out I was a fraud; a consumer of
their culture. I conveniently lost the card that week, but told myself that the next trip to
the Roc Shop I would ask for another.
Some years went by and in 2001 Summit of the Americas was scheduled for
Quebec City. Following the violent 1999 protests in Seattle against the World Trade
1

Organization, there was frequent discussion in the national media and in the classroom
about what free trade capitalism could mean for lower economic brackets and the less
developed Central and South American countries looking to enter into this agreement.
Protesters from around the world converged on Quebec with a sense of urgency for
large scale change in the new millennium. Violence was a popular resistance tactic and
Jaggi Singh, the same anti-globalization activist leader from the Montreal Roc Shop
card, was prominently arrested for his promotion of direct action and martyred by
mainstream media as an example of the evil of far-left politics. My Roc Shop experience
made me feel implicated in these news stories. I felt guilty for not somehow transporting
my teenage self the five-hour journey to Quebec City to protest with the dreadlocked,
colorful weirdos piling into stickered vans at the gas station near the highway. At sixteen
years old I resolved to live more by my moral compass and decided to switch my focus
at school from science to art.
Thesis
My thesis work, All Hat & No Cow has been an exploration of End Stage
Capitalism and Art/life in the American post-industrial Intermountain West. The research
has been presented in one suite with three parts; a Sonic Ecosystem, Community
Collaborative Foundry, and Mobile Blacksmithing School. Each of these activities
present windows into ongoing (some career long) projects that comprise a diverse
practice; different tracks on the same album. The three parts in the suite include
technological progressions via the materials and process as the narrative arcs of
societal “progression”. Structural welding, architectural blacksmithing, and commercial
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foundry work emerged out of industrial practice. These processes and materials provide
the transformations and conceptual associations.
Sociopolitical Grounding
Post-capitalist theory looks to combine concepts from Marxism, Socialism, and
Anarchism with more centrist and far right Libertarian perspectives. The term “Late
Capitalism” can be traced back to Marxist economist Werner Sombart’s work Der
moderne Kapitalismus, published in the early 1900s. In this work, Sombart explains that
Capitalism developed in three stages: early (pre-industrial revolution), high (the
industrial revolution), and late-stage capitalism (World War I and beyond). The term was
popularized seventy years later by another Marxist economist, Ernest Mandel. For
Mandel, late-stage Capitalism is the rise of multinational corporations, consumerism,
and globalization. Peter Drucker laid out in his book, Post-Capitalist Society, knowledge,
rather than capital, land, or labor, is the new basis of wealth. Late-stage Capitalism or
end-stage Capitalism is a reaction to the negatives to our contemporary economy and
social structures resulting from the post-industrial spread of capitalism, in particular, the
western world.
Further definition is required to substantiate the stages of industrialization
referenced. In respect to the North American West, the Pre-Industrial Era is
chronologically Pre-Colonial Era. As the extraction economy and racism fueled
westward expansion the region entered into a period of high industry under a guise of
evolution and a capitalistic definition of “progress”. The High-Industrial Era’s equation of
economic wealth with the term “industrialist” further illustrates the link of industry and
capitalism. The narrative arcs of capitalism are echoed in the evolution of the industrial
3

eras. As capitalist industry rapidly consumed and reshaped the landscape its
destructive power became evident. As social theory has evolved our view of progress
from something physical and economic to something less tangible, like societal health,
we have shifted what it means to have “progress”. The progress from High Industry to
Post-Industrial Era is defined by a revaluation of extractive economy. The PostIndustrial Era must now redefine “progress” to reflect the community values that have
emerged in the wake. The Pre-Industrial Era was evolutionary through time while Post
is revolutionary through resistance.
The contributions of political theory to my artistic concepts are a departure point
rather than a destination. I am interested in building awareness of a participant’s social
and physical environment more than an interest in instigating violent protest. The three
suites/ways of working presented in All Hat & No Cow look to interpret the Western
landscape of the Anthropocene through a personal lens; using industrial processes and
imagery as symbols of capitalist culture.
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The Sonic Ecosystem
My literary heroes mostly come from outside of the art cannon; Edward Abbey,
Wallace Stegner, Wendell Berry, and Terry Tempest Williams all reflect different voices
on the shift of the western economy from extraction to conservation. Abbey is sardonic
5

and decidedly masculine, Stegner; the statesmen and historian, Berry; the food systems
prophet, and Williams; the “new” local. The commonality of all four authors is their
reverence for the environment and sensitivity to its systems. All four also dedicated their
lives to translating this reverence into their writing/Art.
The sonic ecosystem is a series of sculptural works which employ sound, and
transmission signals, as physical manifestations of environment. The intent of the sonic
ecosystem is to foster a sensitivity to our place, in human and non-human function, and
to promote deep, topical thought and conversation. The sonic ecosystem points to
environment through direct interpretation of the definition. While the signifiers of
stereotypical environment are there (natural and anthropomorphic forms), the
environment that is built through sound waves and participants’ actions results in a
direct sonification of specific architectural space.
The horn has allowed modified sound in a “passive” manner. The horn is more
than a recurring geometric shape in this work. The form of the hollow cone as an
amplifier is an ancient technological development akin to the circle being used as a
wheel. When thinking about the history of consumer sound products, the gramophone
struck me as a ubiquitous and beautiful product. From engraved wax cylinders to vinyl,
this listening device introduced recorded sound as an in-home entertainment device
during the Industrial Revolution. How this isolationist device has shaped the material
history of the horn shape, and particularly the scalloped and flared bell of the
gramophone horn, was an essential formal departure point for this body of work.
Including acoustic forms such as the horn in this show was a way to retain the
authenticity of the material of sound. I am looking to manipulate the physical properties
6

of sound waves in the environment. I think of this process as “pushing sound” through
space. Other forms that act as a vessels for sound in this ecosystem are stumps.
As a stone sculptor, I am aware of the art historical and structural significance of
the stump. In historic figural sculpture, a stump was often used to better support the
narrow, weak ankles which the stone medium could not handle. This propping of the
human element by natural elements, even in ancient works, implies that we are
supported by the natural even as we attempt to control it (into sculpture in our own
likeness). Having suffered an ankle injury which has left me with a permanent partial
disability, the stump as a prop for the ankle also plays into my personal history. Outside
of the personal and obscure historic reasons for the stump are the obvious formal
associations of a stump in a western landscape. The stump suggests logging and the
view that nature is a resource to be extracted for the benefit of man. Because the
extraction industry is also a signifier of industrial progress, to the environmentally
conscious, this can carry a negative connotation. To the conservative, the extraction
industry acts as the economic backbone of the industrialized American West.
The objects of the sonic ecosystem are translations of the western landscape
through both industrial and artistic processes. Layers of hand manipulated materials
and organic processes have lead to translations that are impossible to predetermine.
Each layer of material translation leaves its mark on the original form rendering a
compilation of artistic hand, time, and material properties. These layers of translation
mimic how our relationships with each other, and with the environment surrounding us,
have been translated through one form or another of communication technology since
the dawn of the industrial age, or the dawn of written language if you believe influential
7

language theorist Marshall McLuhan. The blends of digital and analog processes and
translations span the timeline of human creation from the earliest wall markings to the
most recent technological advances in virtual reality. In the artwork “Walking Bines” the
virtual reality sculpted and 3D printed (fused filament deposition modeling) abstractions
of walking columbine flowers nested in the wooden structure of All Hat & No Cow are
another translation of nature. The pair of flowers, one black and one white, imply a
deeper relationship of “good” and “evil” in a suggestion of the Taoist yin and yang. This
is not unlike the symbol of universal dualities that was ironically used as the Northern
Pacific Rail symbol during western expansion.
In this exhibition I’ve allowed for various forms of experimental casting. Through
years of mold making workshops, both taken and offered, I have perfected how to

reproduce a pattern through casting. What “perfection” implies in casting is that the
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product bears no mark of the process. In contrast to casting “perfection” I hope to
capture the dynamic and transformative qualities of metal in a liquid state. I have been
using experimental foundry methods to better preserve the action of the material during
casting. Some of the techniques include; pouring into molds made of wood, 3D printing
patterns for sand casting, pouring through open faced molds, steel inclusions, fracturing
molds to the parting line (known as the Hungarian method), and wet on wet sand
ramming. These techniques are apparent in the dynamic surfaces present on the “bark”
of the stump forms as well as in the flashing left from the mold making process that
adorn many of the castings. Allowing metal to flow freely over a mold with only the
pressure of its own weight illustrates the fluidity of molten metal and is preserved in the
resulting artifact. Such castings act as artifacts of event rather than products of
“perfected” process. For me, preserved process/violence is evident in the sharp, fragile
forms and thin frozen layers of metal and are suggesting the direct action, violent
protest of Jaggi Singh in the face of an ecological collapse. I feel both mirror the fall of
capitalism.
The sonic ecosystem seeks to develop a sensitivity in the participant to the
physical presence of sound waves, radio transmission, electricity, and magnetism in
their environment. This system is an open sonic interface defined both by environmental
input and spatial characteristics. As a person walks through/amongst the objects, the
soundwaves of the space are consumed, and then repeat until dissipating through the
diminishing return of the feedback loop system. I went to extreme lengths to remain
analog so the system is simply repetition, interaction, and dissipation of physical waves
and not a coded process. Throughout the sonic ecosystem sound and transmission
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waves are acknowledged as physical elements that can then be manipulated as art
materials. I want this way of working to bring viewer/participant awareness to the
omnipresence of the many types of transmissions that pass through our everyday
environments in an electrified post-industrial society.
Since the debut of my first college radio show in 2002 I have been thinking about
the power of transmission waves as art. My formative years at CIXS helped when I
began a seven-year tenure at KBUT Crested Butte Community Radio. KBUT inserted
me in my small mountain community in a new way. Through radio, I was able to engage
as a DJ and community member through art based events and parties that furthered the
outsider culture of a small Colorado ski town. Upon moving to Missoula to attend
graduate school in 2016 I combed the internet and social media to find a community
organization I could contribute to. Though the university has a successful station of its
own I was drawn to KFGM, Missoula Community Radio through a Facebook post about
the upcoming launch of a new station. Since KFGM went on the air at 10:55 am on
January 1, 2017 I have been able to work my way from on-air presenter to Events
Director, and serve an elected seat on the Board of Directors. My work with community
radio has been a gratifying reclamation of the public airwaves for non-commercial
programming. Through radio I am able to contribute creatively to the ecosystem of
transmissions in my community.
Ecosystems imply both energy exchange and consumption. The properly
functioning system exhibits states of narrative; the boom/bust states of rapid unforeseen
change in the story arc of the ecosystem’s environmental loop mimicking those of the
extraction economy. Anthropomorphic forms and figural scale sculptures help the
10

participant to visually relate and further implicate themselves in the ecosystem.

Community Iron Foundry
In the West, outside of the commercial cowgirl or eagle “statue”, the historic use
of bronze has a narrow application. I would suggest that foundry remains a highly
relevant medium. Iron casting on an art scale is a process that has only recently been
accessible to the production artist’s studio. Traditionally furnaces were enormous
industrial undertakings that often occupied more than a city block, ran around the clock,
and regularly claimed the workers’ lives. At the end of World War II many skilled men
returned home and used the GI Bill to fund their higher education. Because so many of
these men were equipped with industrial skills and knowledge they were able to adapt
the foundry to a scale accessible to a university and developed new access to cast iron.
11

Casting was taken from something only accessible to the elite, due to its high price point
and specialized equipment, to a process centered around manual labor and available
scrap. This material history draws me to iron as a medium. Ai Wei Wei’s recent cast iron
stump series points to the contemporary relevance of iron as an industrial signifier in a
work of nature mimicry.
I was introduced to foundry work through a small workshop led by an artist
couple who pour as Green Foundry at The New England School of Metalwork. Before
enrolling I was not familiar with the process, but approaching foundry through iron by
happenstance was fortunate for my temperament. The process is dirty, loud, and
violent, requiring a team of highly focused individuals in order to be executed safely.
Green Foundry also performance pours with a group called “Iron Guild”; using iron for
casting potential as well as for reactionary properties. The energy that results from the
pour floor was one I found infectious, and the work I created became my portfolio to
apply for a Hot Metal Artist Residency at Franconia Sculpture Park. In Shafer,
Minnesota I was introduced to the community collaborative iron pour model. I poured
with Araan Schmidt (son of art scale foundry pioneer Julius Schmidt). Araan had a
complete mobile foundry set up and wanted to grow the Western Colorado iron
community. From conversations with Araan, I initiated the Annual Crested Butte
Community Collaborative Iron Pour in 2015.
Based on successes with community based foundry practice it was only logical to
seek support in my newly adopted hometown of Missoula. For New Year’s Eve 2017
Missoula Community Radio ran The Missoula Folk Festival as a part of the First Night
activities organized by non-profit ARTS Missoula. As the most attended event of the
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2017 New Year’s festivities, Events Coordinator Matt Anglen reached out to seek help
in growing First Night programming. This lead to a grant opportunity for First Night 2018.
I was able to use these funds to build a mobile foundry from scratch. Seventy
community participants and one dozen artists from across the Western U.S. made
molds for cast iron art. As bands played inside Free Cycles our team lit up the courtyard
with live casting and iron performances. This mobile furnace made another appearance
as a part of the opening of All Hat & No Cow. In the lobby of the Gallery of Visual Arts
tables were set up for participants to carve “scratch block” relief tiles. The small
monetary donation went to benefit further artist programming at Free Cycles. The event
was titled “Pour Your Heart Out” as part of a national foundry movement to pour iron for
charity on Valentine’s Day.
I see the work of the cast iron community as more relevant and critically stronger
than other craft movements. Our contemporary systems are formed by antiquated ways
of thinking that are still in place from the Industrial Era. Then it was necessary to
prepare the next generation for a life as a factory worker. As America grapples with its
economic and social identity as a nation beyond industrial production, what does the
future hold for the population when these skills have improperly prepared them for the
modern workplace? Using industrial processes to transform materials used as a
barometer for our national progress for generations to instead further a community’s
creative expression has been the driving impetus behind this work. Art scale foundry
reframes industry through the power of collective experience, necessity of teamwork,
and necessity of a tighter human network.
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The growth of event-based, participatory, and radically inclusive art movements
helps to explore methods of implementing large scale experiments in post-capitalist
societal structures. “Radical” has been adopted as a term for progression beyond the
status quo. My work with Art Support Services at Burning Man Arts and Music Festival
has helped inform my view on contemporary making and art facilitation. The Ten
Principles of Burning Man as outlined by founder Larry Harvey have shaped the culture
and affected millions. These principles include Radical Inclusion, Gifting,
Decommodification, Radical Self-Reliance, Radical Self-Expression, Communal Effort,
Civic Responsibility, and Leave No Trace. As an event that is only one year younger
than myself, Burning Man has helped shape the subcultures I have grown up with.
Burning Man has encouraged discussion about the commodification of culture on the
world stage; most recently in balancing inclusivity in the face of a surge of affluent and
famous. Former “Burners” have gone on to create art collectives in their communities,
translating maximal immersive experience into art world, and commercial, success.
Through the cautionary tale of the Oakland Ghost Ship fire to the jubilant success of
Meow Wolf in Sante Fe (and now throughout the U.S.), groups of artists focused on
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collaboration and inclusion as “alternative” makers, for a diverse audience age and level
of education, have been shifting how the public perceives Art.

The Tricycle Forge
Rail systems for the transport of resources have defined the Intermountain West.
Rail companies directly funded violent colonialization of land that indigenous peoples
have lived on for millennia. This (tragic) history is contextualized through this “The Rail
Spike Project” with “The Tricycle Forge Blacksmith School.” In the established traditions
of Relational Aesthetician Theaster Gates, The Tricycle Forge serves as an artifact
representing a greater community effort/artwork. The Rail Spike Project, which I
document in All Hat & No Cow, takes inspiration from the use of immigrant labor during
western expansion and the colonial idea of claiming a place whether for extractive
15

industry or farming and grazing. That the landscape can be owned at all is a foreign
concept to this landscape barely a century old. The Rail Spike Project encourages
participants from the community at random to hammer a piece of #5 concrete
reinforcing bar into a form resembling a rail spike. These engagements were staged
along the Milwaukee Road Rail Line in Missoula, which has since been converted to a
recreation path. Participants were encouraged to pin the Rail-to-Trail Path with their
hand made rail spikes. The action of claiming the trail puts in question the participant’s
place in the landscape as well as that of the Tricycle Forge, and myself, for encouraging
this action. I was mindful in my dialogue to focus on the technical and allow the concept
to be interpreted by participants. I hoped that claiming an affluent urban amenity such
as a Rail-to-Trail network questions the processes of historic colonialization and
contemporary gentrification claiming the historical continuum.
The Rail Spike Project video documentation was presented in All Hat & No Cow
after having gone through many layers of translation. First, participants were filmed in
the act of creating their rail spikes. The video is then digitally processed and blurred to
render the subjects both more anonymous and symbolic. Three projectors were set up
along a dormant section of rail track to cast the video onto plywood silhouettes of
hammering participants. These plywood silhouettes point to a tradition of Western yard
art and further locate the projections. The video installation along the section of track
behind Free Cycles was then filmed from a custom-built bicycle with guide wheels to
allow it to pedal along the rail track and act as a film dolly. The camera is replaced by a
projector for the gallery installation and the video is projected from the rail bike onto a
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portable silver screen. Each object and layer of translation contributes to the narrative of
All Hat & No Cow.
The phrase All Hat & No Cow caught my attention during the 2018 Montana midterm elections. The phrase was used to discredit candidate “Maryland” Matt Rosendale
as an outsider. A historic phrase said to originate in Texas, All Hat & No Cow implies
that a person presents themselves as a rancher, but does not run cows. This
questioning of social place within the community is an underlying theme in this
exhibition and hence All Hat & No Cow became a humorous signifier.
Video as an art medium is particularly interesting to me in the light of a late-stage
Capitalism discussion. The medium has been derided as a manipulative tool of the
state, championed as a progressive artistic practice, and everything in between. I agree
with theorists Walter Benjamin and Marshall MchLuhan’s ideas about the democratic
nature of cinema and broadcast television. This affordable, ephemeral, and widely
distributed form of media has only grown in its popularity as both entertainment and
communication tool. The technological advances of recent years that have put a high
definition camera in the pocket of most citizens of the developed world and very
affordable screens in every bus stop and urinal have made the pervasiveness of time
based media apparent. Late artist Nam June Paik’s work with televisions and musical
instruments inform how I approach both the reconstructed consumer electronics of the
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sonic ecosystem and the video work I have presented while in Montana.

Fabrication as Empowerment
An undercurrent in All Hat & No Cow is a fourth arm of my community education
practice at Free Cycles Community Bicycle Shop. The importance of education in
societal development is undeniable. Providing the community access to the tools and
knowledge to fabricate steel for artistic and structural applications allows for the
participant to experience their environment differently. To better achieve the goal of
community education, I have partnered with The Missoula Institute for Sustainable
Transportation (MIST). MIST is a citizen-based non-profit organization in Missoula,
Montana founded by Bob Giordano, and is the umbrella organization for Free
Cycles. MIST’s mission is to make walking, bicycling, and public transit more complete,
18

accessible and enjoyable. MIST works to create a community transportation system that
is safe, equitable and environmentally sound. The goal of Free Cycles is to help
Missoula transition to a more sustainable transportation system and in doing so set a
strong example for other places. By increasing the accessibility of human powered
transportation, they seek to directly empower individuals from all walks of life with the
ability to move themselves. Free Cycles has had approximately 200,000 participants to
date. There have been 38,000 bikes donated since 1996; half of which have gone out
as free bikes, one quarter have been recycled, and one quarter have been repurposed.
About 6,000 participants have taken the BikeWell safety, maintenance, and orientation
class.
My values align with those of Free Cycles. Bob Giordano got his start in urban
planning when he was a graduate student in sustainability at The University of Montana.
He was arrested early in his career for illegally spray-painting bicycle lanes around
town. This caught the attention of the city and Bob was invited to contribute to the
design of sustainable transportation options in Missoula and MIST was born. In
collaboration, we have worked to create an Artist in Residence Program. The Artist in
Residence Program at Free Cycles is a new initiative to connect Artists with the
Missoula community through the love of cycling. Artists are invited to apply through a
public art call, and when selected may spend up to one month in the warehouse studio.
Here Artists are granted the time, space, materials, and equipment to create. Artist
participants source materials from the thousands of donated bikes in stock on the Free
Cycles property, as well as from donated and reclaimed construction materials from
local “materials giving partner,” Home ReSource. As part of the opportunity, Artists in
19

Residence are asked to provide a workshop to the community, and work for Free
Cycles collection. In its initial year the program would offer residencies to four artists.
The program’s goal is to be able to offer Artists fair compensation for their educational
work and to provide a stipend for their time in residence. Hopefully future funding will
grow these amounts and will host Artists in all stages of their careers.
“Funkify Your Bike” was a workshop held with grant funding from The Montana
Arts Council at Free Cycles Community Bicycle Shop. The popularity and appeal of this
first workshop pointed to the potential for further workshop development and hence
community engagement. Expanding the already comprehensive programming at Free
Cycles will only increase the viability of the post-capitalist model in a town with many
non-profit organizations. This space’s transition into legitimate artist incubator will
transform this 5,900 square-foot former crane shed into community making space,
tooling, and skills development.
The sheer amount of volunteers who are enthusiastic about helping both Free
Cycles and MIST is outstanding. Thousands of hours a year are donated by people
coming in the community bicycle shop. The diversity of people willing to help in any way
is heartwarming. There are certain folks who spend time regularly helping out, people
who are trading work hours for bikes, students meeting class requirements, those who
have community service to complete, and sometimes people passing through on a bike
tour. With such a high rate of passionate traffic many participants will likely come from
those already engaged in the Free Cycles community. One core group will be the staff
and volunteers. This group spans many age groups, genders, and nationalities. This
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diverse cross section of the community is representative of the turnout to the community
workshops and is keeping with a philosophy of radical inclusion.
Free Cycles has always had strong emphasis on social justice and radical
inclusion. This is a citizen-based community space open to all. All spaces are
accessible to all abilities. Signage has been installed throughout the public space to
remind participants to use language that is respectful of all walks of life. Bathroom
facilities are gender neutral at Free Cycles and staff respect whatever manner
participants choose to self-identify. This space has always been, and always will be,
provided to the community free of charge. Bicycles, workshops, repairs, events, and
support are always offered to all regardless of socio-economic standing. Offering such a
breadth of programming, to so wide across section of the community, speaks to the
core nature of the MIST project. As our collaboration evolves I hope that the addition of
Arts programming will bolster the success of the space and community who embraces
it.
Summation
By recontextualizing material and process the meaning is challenged and
changed. Each section of this work has taken an industrial process root. In the same
way that Post-Capitalism has translated “progress” from capital gain to community
health, industrial foundry practice is transformed through the mobile foundry to foster
community Art. The Rail Spike Project had participants use the skills of a production
blacksmith to create a reflective engagement moment with the landscape and its
history. The Sonic Ecosystem uses the tools of live sound and radio production to
translate the movement of participants into an abstract soundscape. This soundscape
21

overpowers the signal of a local pop station. The Artist Residency and Industrial Arts
Center housed at Free Cycles has taken discarded bikes destined for the landfill and
transformed them into Art. The totality of these projects have transformed the historic
origins of industry in the same way education has transformed my studio practice.
My goals in obtaining a terminal degree centered around education and rooted in
the studio. Different styles of learning institution have caused me to grow as an
educator. I support the critical pedagogy ideas of philosopher Paolo Freire that
education is an inherently political act of social justice. My role as an educator helps to
fulfill my social debt.
The four sections presented in All Hat & No Cow create an abstract road map
following graduate school. The goal of these collective projects, and of The Master of
Fine Art’s education, is to further sustainable community engagement; to give back
through social justice and to be able to maintain a lifestyle that values art making,
outdoor experience, and community citizenship. Unexpected encounters, a Dadaist
respect for absurdity, Relation Aesthetics of the social artifact, and the general valuation
of every person’s creative expression contribute to fostering a break from the capitalistic
norm. Jaggi Singh’s direct action protests may not have created an immediate fissure in
the structures of capitalism, but their presence inspired the young me to recognize and
set my moral compass to its True North.
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